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The lighting industry is 
undergoing a remarkable 
transformation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: Transition into realities/ trends driving change in the office market.Speaker notes: Staying at the top of the office lighting market means understanding what’s happening inside the places where we work everyday – and letting those realities drive us to innovate. What are the major trends affecting how people live? How are interactions between nature, people and invention driving and affecting the way we make an impact in office environments? Let’s talk about just a few of the reasons why and how the office lighting industry is transforming … 



The only constant is change 
Office Trends 

Altering the way  
we work 
These days, only 50% 
of office space is 
allocated to personal 
work spaces. 

 
 
 

Space expresses 
identity 
Good design, 
management and use  
of space can improve  
an organization's 
performance by up  
to 15%. 

 
 

Companies are 
experiencing 
economic pressure 
Lighting accounts for 
about 35% of energy 
consumption in offices, 
making it one of the most 
attractive ways to save 
energy. 

 

Transforming  
the way we 
consume energy 
75% of all office lighting 
is based on outdated 
energy-inefficient 
lighting. 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: �Provide overview of the realities affecting the office lighting market. Speaker notes:The interplay between nature, people and the human-made is complex and ever-changing. At the moment, we see these relationships guiding four major transformations in the office lighting market, offering new, exciting and ground-breaking changes.       - Altering the way we work	With the increasing prevalence of telecommuting and a focus on team work, only 50% of today’s office space is allocated to personal work spaces.     - Spaces expresses identity�Office space is more often becoming part of a company’s brand identity.     - Companies are experiencing economic pressure	Companies are focusing on attractive ways to save on energy costs.      - Transforming the way we consume energy�Advances in solid-state lighting have increased the energy efficiency of lighting, but 75% of all office lighting is still based on outdated energy-inefficient lighting. 	These collective realizations remind us just how closely we are connected to our surroundings and the things we create – economically, technically, and socially. And while right now, times are tough, we still see these challenges as opportunities – opportunities to work together, to improve the quality of people’s lives. 	Let’s talk a little bit more about how (reality X) is affecting the market.



Improved labor 
conditions drive up 
productivity 
Pleasant, good-quality 
working conditions will 
lead to increased job 
satisfaction. Lighting is a 
key element for enhancing 
the physical workspace. 

 
 

It’s good for 
business to be good 
to the environment 
The best environmental, 
social and governance 
programs create 
financial value for  
a company. 

 
 
 

Companies are 
experiencing 
economic pressure 
Many manufacturing 
companies are currently 
in crisis. Energy-efficient 
(LED) solutions save 
costs and simplify 
maintenance.  
 
 
 

The developing 
world is rapidly 
industrializing 
62% of all Fortune  
500 companies originate 
from emerging markets. 

 
 
 

The only constant is change 
Industry Trends 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: Provide overview of the realities affecting industries. Click on images to elaborate as needed.Speaker notes: �The interplay between nature, people and the human-made is complex and ever-changing. At the moment, we see these relationships guiding four major trends in the industry lighting market – offering new, exciting and ground-breaking changes:�- It’s good for business to be good to the environment�   The best environmental, social and governance programs create financial value for a company. Companies are experiencing economic pressure�   Many manufacturing companies are currently in crisis. Energy-efficient (LED) solutions save costs and simplify maintenance. � The developing world is rapidly industrializing�   62% of all Fortune 500 companies originate from emerging markets.�- Improved labor conditions are driving up productivity  Pleasant, good quality working conditions will lead to increased job-satisfaction. Lighting is a key element to enhance the physical workspace�These collective realizations remind us just how closely we are connected to our surroundings and the things we create – economically, technically, and socially. And while right now, times are tough, we still see these challenges as opportunities – opportunities to work together, to improve the quality of people’s lives. 



LED lighting is transforming the entire landscape* 

 
 
Traditional lighting 
 
LED lighting 
 

*Market estimate based on internal Philips study 

7% 

93% 

2020 

<25% 

>75% 

2008 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: Expose the magnitude of LED lighting on the market. Set Philips up as an expert in understanding the nature of, and potential for, the impact on the market. Speaker notes: LED lighting innovations will fundamentally change the dynamics of our business. It is as simple as that. We conservatively expect a 50% LED penetration in the market by 2015. This means many things for us! New ideas for the future are critical, of course, but meaningful innovations that address the systems we have today will also provide tremendous value for people in the near-term. For example, ways of quickly renovating the current installed base and providing “retrofit” solutions are critical to address the needs of people, today.Already, customers are becoming increasingly aware of the benefits of LED in energy savings and sustainability practices. And, related to this, governments the world over are driving for sustainable energy solutions like the GLS ban and stimulus packages for energy efficient solutions.Main image: Dynamic lighting provided by the DayWave



LED lighting market is expected to increase very 
rapidly in the coming 10 years 



Energy-efficient traditional technologies will play a 
significant role before LED transition in 3 - 4 years 



Residential is and will remain the largest market 
segment, followed by office and outdoor 



LEDs were initially focused on creating emotion 
Transforming spaces into inspirational environments…  

Outdoor  
Architectural 

Hospitality Shops Entertainment 

Avenue of the Arts 
Philadelphia 

Grand Melia 
Tenerife, Spain 

Lacoste, 
 multiple US locations 

Star Trek, the Tour 
Long Beach, California 

Creating new application using coloured, dynamic lighting… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: where LEDs were first used and how it  did develop in the pastSpeaker notes: Initially LEDs were used for beautification, because colored LED are very efficient + each LED can be controlled separately. You saw it in places where lower lux levels were accepted or where a slight accent was enough.So where have we come from? (bridge to next slide)And where is LED moving towards to now?



Street & Road General lighting Architectural Accent lighting 

Generali 
building 

Paris 

Ties, Andrew’s 
Lima, Peru 

Romanshorn, 
Switzerland 

Custom House, 
Boston 

Now LED is accelerating efficient white light 
…entering main stream applications  

… making it suitable even for general lighting! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: Where LED is moving to now …? WHITE ENERGY EFFICIENT SOLUTIONS!Speaker notes: From outdoor applications where light is being directed where it is needed (controllability of LED) to beautifying architecture the way most architects actually would like to do it (showing it in its true manner).In places where you need accent lighting that has POWER… and NOW in places where you need the light to be dispersed around you… (offices!)So where have we come from? (bridge to next slide)What trends are there for offices and how does LED relate to those trends?
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Comparing lumen output shows that LED 
solutions are already better on Lm/Watt 
D outperforms conventional solutions  
 

Conventional 
lighting solutions 

Conventional 
lighting solutions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent:  Show when certain conventional solutions can be replaced by LED solutions Speaker notes:Downlights:Downlights have been one of the first to be replaced by LED, because these are direct lighting solutions  the light is concentrated on a relative small areaFor offices: Luminaire efficiency for conventional solutions between 30 and 45 lumen / Watt These are downlights for offices, so general lighting  (only CFLi)First LED Downlights were available in 2009 and already more energy efficient than most conventional CFLi solutionsIt is projected that downlights soon will surpass …lm/Watt on system levelBe aware: there are non-compliant offers in the market with higher lumen efficacy  reason: color temperature > 5000K + CRI<70Fluorescent:Most Fluorescent solutions are excellent to bring light in a dispersed manner into space  This is more difficult with LED solutions, because these are bright point sources of light. A lot of light  is absorbed when it is being dispersed for general lighting purposes.In 2008  Initial products such as DayWave had low lumen efficienciesNow in 2010  DayZone will beat the low performing fluorescent solutions such as Rotaris and Savio (and 4x18 IC)The PowerBalance will beat average performing luminaires such as MlO solutions and even SmartForm 4x14W D6Best TL solution will be exceeded on energy efficiency by 2011Leading to next page: Downlights already offering serious pay-back – this is confirmed by the calculations done with the TCOne tool of Philips?
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Light Emitting Diode (LED) 
• Advantages of LEDs 

• Long lasting and low maintenance 
• Energy efficient 
• Dynamic (digitally) color control  
• Small (design flexibility) 
• Directed light (= increased efficiency) 
• Robust and vibration proof 
• Turn on instantly 
• No IR and UV radiation in the beam 
• Cool beam of light 
• Low voltage 
• No mercury 

 

Conventional lighting sources 
• Incandescent 

 
 

• Halogen  
 
 

• Fluorescent 
 
 

• Gas-discharge  
(example: neon) 
 

LEDs have many advantages 
compared to other lighting sources 

Less  
Weight 

Lifetime  
Reliability 

 
Recycling 

and  
Disposal 

Energy  
Consumption 

Hazardous  
Substances 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forget abou the technicalities. Main thing is that LEDs have many advantages.Conventional electric lighting sources have been with us for decades and, in some cases, well over a century. Each have issues for applications and most people are familiar with the advantages and disadvantages of these light sources. There are a number of advantages for solid-state or LED lighting. LEDs last a very long time. We’ll talk later about how lifetime is defined. [Essentially read the list]
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 White Light Efficacy Projections 
Projections from US DOE 3/09 

PS Metal Halide 
T-5 Lamp 
 

T-8 lamp 
 

T-12 ES 
 T-12 fluorescent 

 

LED - Cool White  

LED - Warm White  

OLEDs  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditional lamp sources vs. LED system efficacyWarm white, system efficacy 160 LPW, >80 CRI, >100K hr, 7.5WEfficacy forecast revise up each year for past four years. 



Key elements for evaluating LED systems 

Sustainability + 

14 

Value over lifetime + Quality of Light 



Energy Efficiency 
 

15 15 

How to evaluate energy efficiency ? 
• Lumen / Watt differs per LED type, color 

temperature and CRI 
 

• Lumen / Watt of the bare LED ≠  Lumen 
/Watt of the luminaire due to 

• Thermal losses 
• Optical losses 
• Driver losses 

 
 

What is key to understand? 
• Check the color temperature of the systems. 

Cool white LEDs are more efficient that 
warm white 

• When comparing lm/W, make sure that the 
total system output and system power is 
taken into account 
 

 

Confidential Philips Professional Lighting Solutions, January 2010 44

LED LED array Optics Luminaire

How is the LED system efficiency determined?
Lm/W relation from LED component to luminaire system

• Color temperature
• Temperature (Tj)
• Drive current 

100 lm/W

• Thermal losses 
(higher Tj)

• Optical losses

85 lm/W 70 lm/W = system 
efficiency

Driver

• Driver losses

50lm/W

-10-15% -10-30% -10%-50%

Confidential Philips Professional Lighting Solutions, January 2010 5

Downlight example (non-Philips)

Color temperature (K) 2700K 2700K 5000K

System output (lm) 1610 1090 1400

System power (W) 26 26 26

CRI (Ra) 70 90 90

System efficiency (lm/W) 62 42 54

Take always for comparing system efficiency:
• Check and compare the same color temperature as it has an impact on light output and 
system efficiency
• Check and compare the CRI as it has impact on system efficiency
• System efficiency doesn’t say anything about the application. The light distributions is 
key to achieve application requirements (Illuminance, uniformity, visual comfort) and 
spacings that can be achieved
• Philips always published total system output, power consumption and detailed 
photometrical files to make the proper lighting calculations

Efficiency comparison

S
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LED LED array Optics Luminaire 

How is the LED system efficiency determined? 
Lm/W relation from LED component to luminaire system 
 

• Color temperature 
• Temperature (Tj) 
• Drive current  
 

100 lm/W 

• Thermal losses  
 (higher Tj) 

 
 

• Optical losses 
 
 

85 lm/W 70 lm/W = system 
efficiency 

Driver 

• Driver losses 
 
 

50lm/W 

-10-15% -10-30% -10%-50% 
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Downlight example (in the market) 

Color temperature (K) 2700K 2700K 5000K 

System output (lm) 1610 1090 1400 

System power (W) 26 26 26 

CRI (Ra) 70 90 90 

System efficiency (lm/W) 62 42 54 

Take always for comparing system efficiency: 
• Check and compare the same color temperature as it has an impact on light output and 
system efficiency 
• Check and compare the CRI as it has impact on system efficiency 
• System efficiency doesn’t say anything about the application. The light distribution is 
key to achieve application requirements (Illuminance, uniformity, visual comfort) and 
spacings that can be achieved 
• Always ask from supplier about total system output, power consumption and detailed 
photometrical files to make the proper lighting calculations 

Efficiency comparison, where to look for… 
 
 



Quality of Light 

18 18 

How to evaluate light quality 
• Individual LEDs are never exactly the 

same, those with similar performance 
(color, output) are grouped together by 
manufacturers into bins 
 

 
 
What is key to understand? 
• To achieve color consistency, you need to 

mix the light from the different LEDs 
together using a mixing chamber and optic 

• Check and compare the variation of color 
temperature (K+/-) 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Confidential Philips Professional Lighting Solutions, January 2010

LED Manufacturer Philips Optibin® Technolgy

How Philips controls color consistency 
Advanced mixing of LEDs with Optibin Technology

Confidential Lightolier Group, Ken Czech, October 2009

15 color bins for Warm White (Rebel), CCT range 2540-3500K

Source: Lumileds

Binning
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Visual 
comfort/  
design 

Efficacy 

Cost 

Performance grid (example) 

Performance on cost 

Performance on visual comfort/ design 

Performance on efficacy 

Choosing products is a balancing act  
Making trade-offs between cost, efficacy and visual comfort/design 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent:  When selecting a product there are certain trade-offs that you need to make regarding balancing on “Efficacy”, “Visual Comfort / Design”   and “Cost”Speaker notes:When selecting LED solutions you always need to make the right trade-offs in order to arrive at the solution which best meets your demandBe aware that when a product excels in efficacy in tends to compromise on visual comfort and cost. Compromising on cost: higher efficacy can be reached by driving the LED’s at a lower current; doing so will however decrease the lumenoutput per LED and therefore more LEDs need to be installed at a higher cost to arrive at the target total lumen packageCompromising on visual comfort: higher efficacy can be reached by having less obstruction of the original LED beam, so more direct light and lower optical losses. As LEDs are a powerfull point light source, more direct light tends to result in a higher glare and thus less comfort. Next to that the intrinsic differences in CCT/CRI between LEDs become more visible with higher direct light component as there is less mixing of the light between LEDsBe aware that when a product excels in visual comfort/form factor (design) in tends to compromise on efficacy and costCompromising on efficacy: higher comfort (less glare; more uniform color appearance) can be reached by using optics to disperge and blend the light of the individual LEDs; optics will always result in loss of light resulting in a lower efficacy; in case the form factor of the luminaire is minimized for the sake of aesthetical appeal it will result in higher optical losses and thus in lower efficacyCompromising on cost: higher comfort is not for free; the optical system tends to be more expensive and because of higher optical losses more LEDs need to be installed to arrive at target lumen package; special form factors/materials tend to make the system more expensive especially when they are more exclusiveBe aware that when a product excels in cost (meaning low investment) that it tends to compromise on efficacy, lifetime, visual comfort (see explanation given above relating to cost). Lower efficacy: less LEDs used running at higher current in order to arrive at target lumenpackage will decrease efficacy due to higher junction temperature; downside is that running LEDs at max. current will shorten lifetime of the systemLower visual comfort: lower quality optical system results in more glare and more visible color inconsistencies; next to that sometimes LEDs are used with high color temperature (above 5000K, blue-light) and/or low CRI (<70) which results in lower LED cost but less visual comfortIn order to indicate how every Philips LED product offer performs we have created a performance grid, which clearly indicates the level of performance on cost, efficacy and visual comfort/design. For instance 2 yellow dots indicates that the offer is doing a better job on cost (so more affordable) than an offer with only one yellow dot.Leading to next page: So what solutions will Philips offer in 2010  for you to be able to shift from conventional to LED solutions?

http://images.google.nl/imgres?imgurl=http://www.louisradstaak.nl/Illustratie/files/page12-1008-thumb.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.louisradstaak.nl/Illustratie/index.html&usg=__jcLodF63JH7fnG1Ov1hhKUQTy0k=&h=144&w=144&sz=12&hl=nl&start=5&um=1&tbnid=7dmr2ZBaJOfzvM:&tbnh=94&tbnw=94&prev=/images?q=afweging&hl=nl&um=1�


MLC is a life insurance and 
investment company in Australia. 
They wanted to create an inspiring, 
comfortable environment to enhance 
staff performance and encourage 
interaction and communication.  
 
Philips Color Kinetics  
in-ground LEDs bring the design 
concept to life with rich, saturated 
colors and dynamic wall-washing 
effects. 

Creating inspiring workspaces 
A meaningful solution: Company on stage 
 

MLC, Sydney, Australia 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: �Back up claims with a meaningful solution: Create an inspiring and comfortable working environment to enhance staff’s positive performance and encourage interaction and communication. Speaker notes:MLC is a life insurance and investment company in Australia. MLC value its employees very much and wanted to create an inspiring and comfortable working environment to enhance staff’s positive performance and encourage interaction and communication. Philips Color Kinetics ColorBlast 12 and iPlayer 3, Techlite 16W in-ground LED made the design concept become real.__________Illustrated:MLC, Sydney, Australia



AB Group, Orzinuovi, Italy 

Enhance working life with LED 
A meaningful solution: Healthy workplace 

The AB Group was looking for an 
advanced solution that ensured a  
level of comfort for people working  
in the office, as well as optimum 
management of energy resources. 
 
Philips DayZone provides high-quality 
LED lighting with impressive visual 
comfort, and glare control and color 
consistency that are compliant with all 
office norms.  
 
LuxSpace features the latest LED 
technology and delivers consistent 
light output and high color rendering. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: �Back up claims with a meaningful solution:  Energy-efficient LED lighting that enhances the working life of employees. Speaker notes: The AB Group is Italy’s leading company in the design and installation of plants for the co-generation and self-generation of power from renewable sources. The group has always been passionate about energy efficiency and eco-sustainability, so with plans for their new engineering site, the technology used for the lighting would have to form part of this meticulous attention to energy efficiency. The spaces had to be lit without making use of natural light, the solution had to provide comfortable light levels for employees and excellent management of energy resources was of paramount importance.��Philips’ innovative LED lighting technology with DayZone and LuxSpace was more than able to meet these needs. They provide guaranteed energy saving, long-lasting components and no harmful substances such as mercury. Moreover, they enable the AB Group to manage all the lighting by means of a single system, something that proved to be the deciding factor in choosing Philips.Benefits: Reduce maintenance costs by as much as 70% Daylight harvesting and presence detection switch lights off when there is enough natural light or when an office is not in use Improved well-being for everyone working in the offices, as the solution provides the best possible levels of visual comfort in �  terms of color temperatures and light intensity___________�Illustrated:AB Group, Orzinuovi, Italy�Source:�- Case Study: EMEA_CS AB Group Italy_final- www.philips.com/ledsinoffices



NAM Assen, Assen,  
The Netherlands 

Ensure a pleasant working environment 
A meaningful solution: Healthy workplace 

NAM, The Netherlands’ largest 
producer of natural gas and oil, 
considers sustainability to be of great 
importance. They were looking for 
ways to light their office in Assen with 
high-quality lighting and luminaires. 
 
Philips had the best credentials to do 
this and saw an interesting opportunity 
for its ‘LEDs innovate in offices’,  
using DayZone, DaySign, LuxSpace 
and MASTER LEDspot.  
 
With this solution costs and energy 
savings were considered and the 
design and very many color options  
of LED were on the agenda. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: �Back up claims with a meaningful solution: Ensure a pleasant working environment with sustainable LED lighting.Speaker notes: NAM, The Netherlands' largest producer of natural gas and oil and a subsidiary of Shell, considers sustainability to be of great importance. Their aim is to drastically reduce CO2 emissions in their branches and therefore to save energy and costs. They do this by installing cold and heat storage systems, energy-efficient cooling equipment and LED lighting.��Building Service Manager Deekens has been closely following the developments in the field of LEDs for years. Until recently he found that the lifetime and light output of LEDs were not significantly longer and higher than with traditional lighting. He was waiting for a complete product from a large manufacturer, in which the lighting and luminaires were of high quality. Ultimately Philips had the best credentials and it was initially decided to equip our Assen office with LEDs.The lighting and luminaires which were initially installed were mainly functional. All of the spots were replaced with adjustable MASTER LEDspots, around 1,000 in total.  DayZone LED recessed luminaires were installed as well as LuxSpace Minis. These are instead of the traditionalPL-downlighters, also found in the toilet areas. Which is ideal, when you consider that the average LuxSpace lasts around 50,000 hours.Benefits: Lower maintenance costs Lower operating costs Reduction in energy consumption (if you replaced old spotlights with an LED variant you would save between 65% and 70% in energy) Significantly longer lifetime benefits (where normally a spotlight wears out after two years, LEDs last for some 15 to 20 years)�___________�Customer testimonial:�“With lower maintenance and operating costs, a reduction in energy consumption and a significantly longer lifetime LED offers the necessary benefits” − Geert Deekens, Building Service Manager Shell Real Estate International�Illustrated:NAM Assen, Assen, The Netherlands��Source:�- http://www.lighting.philips.com/main/projects/nam_assen.wpd- Case study PDF NAM Assen



The City of Tampa needed a specific 
green lighting solution at their 
Convention Center to demonstrate  
a reduction in overall electricity costs.  
 
Philips LED high-bay proved to be  
the right solution. With the switch to 
LED the city was able to reduce the 
overall wattage consumed. Light levels 
were improved and maintenance was 
reduced.  
 
Philips partnered with the customer 
and exceeded the expected savings. 

Partnering with customers to achieve great results 
A meaningful solution: Increased energy efficiency 

Convention Center, City of Tampa, USA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: Back up claims with a meaningful solution: Maintain the need for instant-on and demonstrate a new technology to the customer that would lower their overall electricity cost and give them a green solution. �Speaker notes:After relighting all of the City of Tampa’s parking garages last year, the team developed a proven track record with key decision-makers. Working with the team in Tampa, Philips learned about their  specific lighting requirements at the Convention Center and was able to propose the right solution. This project was funded by 500,000 in AARA funds. The city was able to reduce the overall wattage consumed from 1,360 watts per setup to 620 watts per setup with the new Philips LED high-bay. Light levels were improved and maintenance was reduced.  The city wanted to demonstrate to the customer a new technology that would lower their overall electricity costs, reduce maintenance costs and give them a green solution.  Philips is the only company that delivered to the market an LED high-bay with the lumen package that would replace a 400 watt metal halide fixture. Philips partnered with the customer to deliver  the savings that they were expecting, and through the Future Proofing concept they will be able to sell upgrades to this customer when available.  The City of Tampa had 3 fixtures per bay in their Convention Center: 400 watt HPS, 400 watt MH and 300 watt incandescent, consuming a total of 1360 watts. The 300 watt incandescent gave them instant-on capability.  The HID fixtures were used for general lighting.  The switch to LED allowed the City to save 540 watts per setup, from 1,360 watts per setup to 620 watts per setup.  They extended life to 100,000 hours.  Improved their lighting with higher CRI and higher uniformity. ________________________Illustrated:�Convention Center, City of Tampa, USA. �Source:�PPT LED's Win - Q2 2011 Entries



Philips has a complete set of 
LED solutions that will allow 
you to equip your office and 
industry with LED 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: Transition into how we apply our approach in Office Lighting – where we focus and how, specifically, we partner to produce meaningful, people-focused innovations.Speaker notes:To truly affect people, we must develop meaningful solutions that deliver on their needs in the most relevant way.



DayWave 
“Designed to Inspire” 

 Key benefits: 
• Inspiring organic design 
• Daylight feeling through subtle variations of light level and tone 
• Complies with office norms thanks to innovative optical system for LEDs 

Fluorescent 

Cost 

Visual comfort/ design 

Efficacy 



DayZone 
“Innovative design meets sustainability” 

 Key benefits: 
• Inspiring design and light effect 
• High visual comfort (UGR: 19), fully dimmable 
• Energy saving (52 lm/W; 300/500 LX concept) 
• Additional energy saving up to 50% in combination with controls 

Fluorescent 

Cost 

Visual comfort/ design 

Efficacy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy saving compared with Efix 4x14W HFP delivering roughly 50 lm/W



PowerBalance 
“A smart choice” 

 Key benefits: 
• Most energy-efficient solution (70 lm/W) 
• Office compliant 
• Save on operational costs 
• Additional energy saving up to 50% in combination with controls 

Fluorescent 

Cost 

Visual comfort/ design 

Efficacy 

30% 
energy savings 

possible 



CoreView  
“Simply sustainable” 

 Key benefits: 
• Very affordable LED solution 
• Energy saving (60 lm/W) 
• Save on operational costs 
• Additional saving up to 30% in combination with OccuSwitch 

Fluorescent 

Cost 

Visual comfort/ design 

Efficacy 

15% 
energy savings 

possible 
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Fluorescent 

CoreView panel 
“Simply sustainable” 

Key benefits: 
• Very affordable LED solution delivering good enough light level & quality 
• Energy saving (> 65 lm/w compared to TBS160 4x18W OR 2x36W HFP P @ ~70W / 45lm/W  = 30% saving) 

• Nicely shaped, uniform lit surface  of light 
• Minimal maintenance 
• Additional saving up to 30% in combination with OccuSwitch 

 

Cost 

Visual comfort/ design 

Efficacy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy saving compared with Efix 4x14W HFP delivering roughly 50 lm/W



LuxSpace  
“High efficiency sustainable solutions” 

 Key benefits: 
• Highly efficient, dimmable downlight 
• Compact form factor 
• Wide range of options (size, lm output, form factor and accessories) 
• Quality of light (3000K, 4000K, CRI>80 @ top efficacy) 
• Additional saving up to 50% in combination with OccuPlus 

Fluorescent 

Cost 

Visual comfort/ design 

Efficacy 

60% 
energy savings 

possible 



LumiStone 

 Key benefits: 
• Saving energy with LED cups (over 80 lm/W) 

• Office compliant for use in all office spaces 
• Inspiring design with elliptical modules 

Fluorescent 

W1 2012 



GentleSpace LED Highbay 

 Key benefits: 
• 1 on 1 replacement of 400W and 250W HID highbays 
• 35% lower energy consumption than HID 
• Dimmable (DALI) for even more energy savings 
• Instant light 

 

Fluorescent 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key benefits:Brings lighting effects to alcoves, accent areas and other confined spacesDelivering uniform color changing, tunable white or fixed white illumination Powercore technology for maximum efficiency & ease of installationLow profile with flexible mounting and positioning



Maxos LED Trunking 

 Key benefits: 
•   Very low maintenance 
•  Long service life (>50.000 burning hours) 
•  No UV (ultraviolet radiation) 
•  No hazardous substances (no mercury, no lead) 
•  No performance decrease at low temperatures 

 

Fluorescent 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key benefits:Brings lighting effects to alcoves, accent areas and other confined spacesDelivering uniform color changing, tunable white or fixed white illumination Powercore technology for maximum efficiency & ease of installationLow profile with flexible mounting and positioning



Pacific Performer LED 

 Key benefits: 
• Extremely comfortable light thanks to new optical system 
• 20% energy saving compared with fluorescent solutions with electronic ballast 
• Future-proof solution 
• Low maintenance costs due to long lifetime of LEDs 
• Light source is serviceable/upgradeable 

Fluorescent 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key benefits:Brings lighting effects to alcoves, accent areas and other confined spacesDelivering uniform color changing, tunable white or fixed white illumination Powercore technology for maximum efficiency & ease of installationLow profile with flexible mounting and positioning



MLC is a life insurance and 
investment company in Australia. 
They wanted to create an inspiring, 
comfortable environment to enhance 
staff performance and encourage 
interaction and communication.  
 
Philips Color Kinetics  
in-ground LEDs bring the design 
concept to life with rich, saturated 
colors and dynamic wall-washing 
effects. 

Creating inspiring workspaces 
A meaningful solution: Company on stage 
 

MLC, Sydney, Australia 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: �Back up claims with a meaningful solution: Create an inspiring and comfortable working environment to enhance staff’s positive performance and encourage interaction and communication. Speaker notes:MLC is a life insurance and investment company in Australia. MLC value its employees very much and wanted to create an inspiring and comfortable working environment to enhance staff’s positive performance and encourage interaction and communication. Philips Color Kinetics ColorBlast 12 and iPlayer 3, Techlite 16W in-ground LED made the design concept become real.__________Illustrated:MLC, Sydney, Australia



AB Group, Orzinuovi, Italy 

Enhance working life with LED 
A meaningful solution: Healthy workplace 

The AB Group was looking for an 
advanced solution that ensured a  
level of comfort for people working  
in the office, as well as optimum 
management of energy resources. 
 
Philips DayZone provides high-quality 
LED lighting with impressive visual 
comfort, and glare control and color 
consistency that are compliant with all 
office norms.  
 
LuxSpace features the latest LED 
technology and delivers consistent 
light output and high color rendering. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: �Back up claims with a meaningful solution:  Energy-efficient LED lighting that enhances the working life of employees. Speaker notes: The AB Group is Italy’s leading company in the design and installation of plants for the co-generation and self-generation of power from renewable sources. The group has always been passionate about energy efficiency and eco-sustainability, so with plans for their new engineering site, the technology used for the lighting would have to form part of this meticulous attention to energy efficiency. The spaces had to be lit without making use of natural light, the solution had to provide comfortable light levels for employees and excellent management of energy resources was of paramount importance.��Philips’ innovative LED lighting technology with DayZone and LuxSpace was more than able to meet these needs. They provide guaranteed energy saving, long-lasting components and no harmful substances such as mercury. Moreover, they enable the AB Group to manage all the lighting by means of a single system, something that proved to be the deciding factor in choosing Philips.Benefits: Reduce maintenance costs by as much as 70% Daylight harvesting and presence detection switch lights off when there is enough natural light or when an office is not in use Improved well-being for everyone working in the offices, as the solution provides the best possible levels of visual comfort in �  terms of color temperatures and light intensity___________�Illustrated:AB Group, Orzinuovi, Italy�Source:�- Case Study: EMEA_CS AB Group Italy_final- www.philips.com/ledsinoffices



NAM Assen, Assen,  
The Netherlands 

Ensure a pleasant working environment 
A meaningful solution: Healthy workplace 

NAM, The Netherlands’ largest 
producer of natural gas and oil, 
considers sustainability to be of great 
importance. They were looking for 
ways to light their office in Assen with 
high-quality lighting and luminaires. 
 
Philips had the best credentials to do 
this and saw an interesting opportunity 
for its ‘LEDs innovate in offices’,  
using DayZone, DaySign, LuxSpace 
and MASTER LEDspot.  
 
With this solution costs and energy 
savings were considered and the 
design and very many color options  
of LED were on the agenda. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: �Back up claims with a meaningful solution: Ensure a pleasant working environment with sustainable LED lighting.Speaker notes: NAM, The Netherlands' largest producer of natural gas and oil and a subsidiary of Shell, considers sustainability to be of great importance. Their aim is to drastically reduce CO2 emissions in their branches and therefore to save energy and costs. They do this by installing cold and heat storage systems, energy-efficient cooling equipment and LED lighting.��Building Service Manager Deekens has been closely following the developments in the field of LEDs for years. Until recently he found that the lifetime and light output of LEDs were not significantly longer and higher than with traditional lighting. He was waiting for a complete product from a large manufacturer, in which the lighting and luminaires were of high quality. Ultimately Philips had the best credentials and it was initially decided to equip our Assen office with LEDs.The lighting and luminaires which were initially installed were mainly functional. All of the spots were replaced with adjustable MASTER LEDspots, around 1,000 in total.  DayZone LED recessed luminaires were installed as well as LuxSpace Minis. These are instead of the traditionalPL-downlighters, also found in the toilet areas. Which is ideal, when you consider that the average LuxSpace lasts around 50,000 hours.Benefits: Lower maintenance costs Lower operating costs Reduction in energy consumption (if you replaced old spotlights with an LED variant you would save between 65% and 70% in energy) Significantly longer lifetime benefits (where normally a spotlight wears out after two years, LEDs last for some 15 to 20 years)�___________�Customer testimonial:�“With lower maintenance and operating costs, a reduction in energy consumption and a significantly longer lifetime LED offers the necessary benefits” − Geert Deekens, Building Service Manager Shell Real Estate International�Illustrated:NAM Assen, Assen, The Netherlands��Source:�- http://www.lighting.philips.com/main/projects/nam_assen.wpd- Case study PDF NAM Assen



Alternative energy systems help us 
make more efficient use of scarce 
resources. Flexible lighting that 
complements natural sources goes 
hand in hand with sustainable 
design.  
 
Because green facilities aren’t just 
healthier for people and our planet. 
They’re better for business too. 
 

Increased energy  
efficiency 
Save energy. Save cost. 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: �Introduce an area of focus: “Increased energy efficiency” – Save energy. Save cost.Speaker notes: Green building means using natural resources with maximum efficiency while minimizing the impact on human health and the environment. And that’s great. ��However, green building is also good for business. It reduces energy consumption, and therefore energy costs. Plus, green building certification can increase property values and social responsibility. �



The City of Tampa needed a specific 
green lighting solution at their 
Convention Center to demonstrate  
a reduction in overall electricity costs.  
 
Philips LED high-bay proved to be  
the right solution. With the switch to 
LED the city was able to reduce the 
overall wattage consumed. Light levels 
were improved and maintenance was 
reduced.  
 
Philips partnered with the customer 
and exceeded the expected savings. 

Partnering with customers to achieve great results 
A meaningful solution: Increased energy efficiency 

Convention Center, City of Tampa, USA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: Back up claims with a meaningful solution: Maintain the need for instant-on and demonstrate a new technology to the customer that would lower their overall electricity cost and give them a green solution. �Speaker notes:After relighting all of the City of Tampa’s parking garages last year, the team developed a proven track record with key decision-makers. Working with the team in Tampa, Philips learned about their  specific lighting requirements at the Convention Center and was able to propose the right solution. This project was funded by 500,000 in AARA funds. The city was able to reduce the overall wattage consumed from 1,360 watts per setup to 620 watts per setup with the new Philips LED high-bay. Light levels were improved and maintenance was reduced.  The city wanted to demonstrate to the customer a new technology that would lower their overall electricity costs, reduce maintenance costs and give them a green solution.  Philips is the only company that delivered to the market an LED high-bay with the lumen package that would replace a 400 watt metal halide fixture. Philips partnered with the customer to deliver  the savings that they were expecting, and through the Future Proofing concept they will be able to sell upgrades to this customer when available.  The City of Tampa had 3 fixtures per bay in their Convention Center: 400 watt HPS, 400 watt MH and 300 watt incandescent, consuming a total of 1360 watts. The 300 watt incandescent gave them instant-on capability.  The HID fixtures were used for general lighting.  The switch to LED allowed the City to save 540 watts per setup, from 1,360 watts per setup to 620 watts per setup.  They extended life to 100,000 hours.  Improved their lighting with higher CRI and higher uniformity. ________________________Illustrated:�Convention Center, City of Tampa, USA. �Source:�PPT LED's Win - Q2 2011 Entries



Safer lighting is better for everyone 
A meaningful solution: Safer production 

In the food industry, safety isn’t  
just important, it’s critical.  
 
Philips waterproof luminaires protect 
lamps from moisture and shield food 
from dangerous glass particles.  
 
With Secura/TuffGuard lamps inside 
they improve safety even more.  
Their long life also reduces the hassle 
and risk of changing lamps.  
 
New introductions like LEDs will 
reduce the need for maintenance 
even further. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide intent: Back up claims with a meaningful solution: Safer lighting is better for everyone.Speaker notes: Philips waterproof luminaires protect lamps against moisture and shield food from the danger of glass particles. 
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